Books

Additional Resources in MSEL
Antonio Gaudí

Title: Gaudí, art and design: exhibition organized to mark the occasion of International Gaudí Year
MSEL Call Number Eisenhower Stacks NK2602.G38 A4 2002

Gaudí by Gijs Van Hensbergen
MSEL Call Number Eisenhower Stacks NA1313.G3 V36 2001

Title: Gaudí by Ignasi de Solà-Morales; photographs, F. Català-Roca; [translation by Kenneth Lyons]. Solà-Morales Rubió, Ignasi, 1942.
MSEL Call Number Eisenhower Stacks NA1313.G3 S64 1984 QUARTO

Title: The designs and drawings of Antonio Gaudí / George R. Collins, Juan Bassegoda Nonell.
MSEL Call Number Moravia Park NA1313.G3 C63 1983 FOLIO

Title: Gaudí, the visionary / Robert Descharnes; [photographs by] Clovis Prévost preface by Salvador Dali.
MSEL Call Number Eisenhower Stacks NA1313.G3 D413 1982 QUARTO

Title: Gaudí, his life, his theories, his work / César Martinell; translated from the Spanish by Judith Rohrer
MSEL Call Number Moravia Park NA1313.G3 M2813 1975 QUARTO Oversize

Title: The genesis of Gaudian architecture. [Edited by Luis Marsans and the Marquis de Aguilar de Vilahur. English translation by Joyce Wittenborn.
MSEL Call Number Eisenhower Stacks NA1313.G3 C553 1967 Quarto Oversize

Tips on finding these and more books on structures in the MSEL.
http://www.library.jhu.edu/researchhelp/engr/structures/books.html

Journal Articles

Title: Gaudi: Exploring Form; Gaudi: Art and Design; Gaudi’s Universe [Exhibits]. In: Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians Volume 62 no. 3 (September 2003) p. 388-93
MSEL Call Number Eisenhower Stacks NA1.S67 Database: Art Abstracts

Title: Gaudi.
In: The Burlington Magazine V. 144 (September 2002) p. 573-4
MSEL Call Number Eisenhower Stacks N1.B95 Database: Art Abstracts

Title: Homage to Catalan architect.
In: Art News V. 101 no. 4 (April 2002) p. 66
MSEL Call Number Eisenhower Stacks N1.A6
Database: Art Abstracts

Title: Jencks's theory of evolution: an overview of twentieth-century architecture.
In: The Architectural Review
V. 208 no. 1241 (July 2000) p. 76-9
MSEL Call Number Eisenhower Stacks NA1.A75
Database: Art Abstracts

Title: Saint Gaudi [movement to beatify architect A. Gaudi].
In: Art News
V. 97 no. 11 (December 1998) p. 62
MSEL Call Number Eisenhower Stacks N1.A6
Database: Art Abstracts

Tips for finding these articles and more journal articles like these.
http://www.library.jhu.edu/researchhelp/engr/structures/journalarticles.html